A tokamak plasma equilibrium code to reconstruct the magnetic field around a plasma from measured magnetic data,was applied to the Hitachi tokamak(HT-2).It was found that a systematic measurement error is produced by the toroidal field coils and it makes an iterative calculation converge to a wrong equilibrium state.A technique to compensate for the measurement error field was developed.The plasma cross-sectional shape is then well analyzed in the HT-2 experiments.A compensating radial field of around 5 x 10-4T is necessary for a successful equilibrium calculation at a toroidal field of 1T.This value of the compensating field is consistent with the results of the experiments to optimize breakdown.This technique is applicable to all tokamaks.
1.Introduction
The objectives of this paper are to show the effect of the systematic measurement error of the radial field on the magnetic analysis and to present techniques to compensate for it in the magnetic analysis using FITEQ code. 2 The force balance on a plasma is one of important informations in the magnetic analysis.
The vertical force FZ acting on the plasma should be zero when the plasma is in an equilibrium state.We have used a magnetic analysis code called SHP8,9),which models a plasma current by a few filamental loop currents but can not analyse the magnetic field in the plasma area.
We have found that the analysed value of FZ is always a non zero value.This means that there is a systematic measurement error of radial field BRE in the plasma area.In the analysis of magnetic data,the plasma is experiencing the error radial field of a magnitude given by
where the integration is taken along the plasma surface contour on a poloidal cross-section, n is a normal vector to the plasma surface,eZ is a unit vector along the vertical axis, Bp is the poloidal field on the plasma surface,Rp and Ip are the plasma major radius and a plasma current,respectively.To estimate the source of this measurement error field BRE,the dependence of BRE on the toroidal field BT and plasma current Ip was examined.The results are shown in Fig.1 ,in which BRE is plotted as a function of BT for two groups of 4.The magnitude of BRE is proportional to BT but has no clear dependence on 4,which means that BRE is directly related with BT. 
where P;c,P;m,O,and mp are the calculated field values corresponding to the j-th magnetic sensor,the measured field value of the j-th magnetic sensor,the random measurement error") of the j-th magnetic sensor and the number of magnetic sensors,respectively.
Lao et al .7)proposed a representation of the plasma current density by (6) i. 
where G'is a gain to be determined so as to converge the iterative calculation with asymptotically decreasing Ip5H.The method to supply the compensating radial field BRC is rather arbitrary, but it is supplied by the radial field coil(DH-coil)of the HT-2 in the FITEQ calculation. A hvnnthetir•a1 r iirrent is added to the DH-coil current.Then,Ea. (11) feature of the magnetic sensors is that twelve pairs of magnetic probes and one pair of Rogowski coils are placed so as to make respective pairs inside and outside of the vacuum vessel wall.An additional feature is that each HY coil has a flux loop.The former feature makes it possible to measure the toroidal eddy currents on the vacuum vessel wall. The latter feature solves a problem to reconstruct the magnetic fields due to an iron core and the eddy currents other than on the vacuum vessel wall.They are neither directly measured nor precisely calculated.However,such magnetic fields can be reconstructed in the plasma area by a method in which the measured HY coil currents are not used but the coil currents are fitted so as to reconstruct the measured flux functions at the HY coils.As a result,the coil currents fitted in the equilibrium calculation differ from those really measured in the experiment but have informations about the magnetic field due to the iron core and the eddy currents other than on the vacuum vessel wall.The integration of the pickup signal starts 1ms before a breakdown loop voltage is applied in the HT-2 experiment.This situation is the same as in Fig.2. 
Example of an equilibrium calculation
The FITEQ code was applied to plasmas of non-circular cross-sectional shapes of the HT-2. Figure  4 shows the iterative results of the FITEQ calculation. 
